SUMMARY: (U) CHINA'S NAVAL AVIATION 10TH WING, 4TH DIVISION, AND ITS SU-30MK2 FIGHTERS ARE BASED AT KANJI AIRFIELD WHICH WAS UPGRADED WITH NEW FACILITIES INCLUDING BOTH AN OUTDOOR AND UNDERGROUND HANGAR.

ENCLOSURES.

TEXT: 1. (U) CHINESE NAVAL AVIATION 4TH DIVISION AND ITS SUBORDINATE UNIT, THE 10TH WING, ARE LOCATED IN KANJI, FEIDONG COUNTY, HEFEI CITY, ANHUI PROVINCE. KANJI AIRFIELD HAS BEEN UPGRADED WITH NEW OUTDOOR AND UNDERGROUND CAVE-TYPE HANGARS FOR ITS SU-30MK2 FIGHTERS. THE 10TH WING OR UNIT 91006 HAS BECOME CHINA'S PREEMINENT NAVAL AVIATION UNIT WITH THE AWARDING OF THE HONORARY TITLE "OCEAN-SKY VALIANT HAWK WING" IN DECEMBER 1965.

2. (U) UNDERGROUND HANGAR FOR SU-30MK2 FIGHTERS [b](2)

SOURCE ANALYZED CHINA'S DEPLOYMENT OF SU-SERIES FIGHTERS ON HIGH-QUALITY GOOGLE EARTH SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHS OF FEIDONG AIRFIELD (SIC) IN FEIDONG COUNTY [b](2) HEFEI CITY, ANHUI PROVINCE. (ENCLOSURE 1) ACCORDING TO SOURCE ANALYSIS, THIS AIRFIELD WHERE SU-30MK2 FIGHTERS OF THE 10TH WING (CHINESE -- TUAH, STC 0957), 4TH DIVISION (DIV) (CHINESE -- SHI, STC 1597), NAVAL AVIATION (NAVN) (CHINESE -- HAIHANG, STC 3189/5300) ARE STATIONED (ENCLOSURE 2) HAS BEEN GREATLY EXPANDED. A LARGE UNDERGROUND AIRCRAFT HANGAR (CHINESE -- JIKU, STC 2623/1655) HAS BEEN BUILT HERE, WHICH HAS TWO CAVE (CHINESE -- DONGKOU, STC 3159/0656) ADITS THAT ARE DIRECTLY CONNECTED TO THE TAXIWAY (CHINESE -- HUAXINGDAO, STC 3323/5887/6670) (ENCLOSURE 3). AN AIRCRAFT HANGAR (CHINESE -- JIPENG, STC 2623/2766) THAT CAN ACCOMMODATE A TOTAL OF 24 SU-30MK2 FIGHTERS, 2 PER SECTION, WAS ALSO NEWLY BUILT.

(b)(7)(E)

3. (U) LOCATION AND ORGANIZATION OF 4TH DIV, NAVN
A. (U) LOCATION [b](2)

THE 4TH DIV, EAST SEA FLEET (ESF) AVIATION (SIC), AND ITS SU-30MK2 (SIC) FIGHTERS ARE LOCATED IN KANJI [b](2) FEIDONG COUNTY, HEFEI CITY, ANHUI PROVINCE. (ENCLOSURE 1)

(b)(7)(E)

B. (U) SUBORDINATE UNITS [b](2)
(1) (U) 10TH WING
THE 10TH WING BEARS THE HONORIFIC TITLE OF "OCEAN-SKY VALIANT HAWK WING" (CHINESE -- HAIKONG XIONGYINGTUAN, STC 3189/4500/7160/7751/0957) AND WITHIN THE NAVY, IT HAS TRADITIONALLY BEEN ISSUED RELATIVELY ADVANCED EQUIPMENT. FOR EXAMPLE ITS J-7B'S WERE UPGRADED TO J-7E'S AT THE END OF 1994 AND IT BECAME RESPONSIBLE FOR INTERCEPTING FOREIGN RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT. THE 10TH WING RELOCATED FROM NINGBO CITY TO LUQIAO TOWN, TAIZHOU CITY, ZHEJIANG PROVINCE.

(2) (U) 11TH WING

THE 11TH WING WAS ORIGINALLY LOCATED IN FEDONG COUNTY BUT MOVED TO NINGBO CITY. IT HAS BEEN THE 4TH DIV'S LOWEST-RATED WING AND WAS EQUIPPED WITH THE J-7B'S, J-7E'S, AND JJ-7'S.

4. (U) ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE 10TH WING

INFORMATION ON THE MILITARY UNIT CODE DESIGNATOR (MUCD) AND TRAINING ACTIVITY OF 10TH WING FOLLOWS.

A. (U) MUCD

SOURCES REPORTED THE FOLLOWING MUCD-RELATED INFORMATION.

- MUCD -- UNIT 91006, THE "OCEAN-SKY VALIANT HAWK WING" (SIC)

- LOCATION -- FEIDONG COUNTY, ANHUI PROVINCE

- POSTAL CODE -- 231614

- POLITICAL OFFICE (POL OFC) DIRECTOR (CHINESE -- ZHENGZHICHU ZHUREN, STC 2398/3112/5710/0031/0117) -- ((WANG)) SENFU (STC 3769/2773/1381)

B. (U) TRAINING

"OCEAN-SKY VALIANT HAWK WING", U/I DIV, ESF AVIATION, CONDUCTED A MISSILE LIVE-FIRE PROFICIENCY TEST OF THE CHINESE MILITARY'S LATEST FIGHTER IN A REMOTE AREA IN NORTHERN CHINA IN EARLY SEPTEMBER 2005. THE WING'S COMMANDER, (WEI)) WENHUI (STC 7614/2429/1798), AND POLITICAL COMMISSAR, (CHEN)) GUOQING (STC 7115/0948/1987), TOLD REPORTERS THAT THE NEW FIGHTERS ACHIEVED A MISSILE HIT-RATE OF 100 PERCENT AND THAT THE UNIT HAD MADE DRAMATIC PROGRESS IN ONLY 3 SHORT YEARS.

THE CHINESE NAVY HELD A CEREMONY COMMEMORATING THE 40TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE HONORIFIC TITLE "OCEAN-SKY VALIANT HAWK WING"
BEING AWARDED TO THE 10TH WING ON 23 DECEMBER 2005 (ENCLOSURE 4). MANY PROMINENT PEOPLE INCLUDING CENTRAL MILITARY COMMISSION MEMBER AND NAVY COMMANDER ADMIRAL ((ZHANG)) DINGFA (STC 1728/1353/4099) ATTENDED THE CEREMONY. ACCORDING TO SOURCE, THE ESF AVIATION'S (SIC) "OCEAN-SKY VALIANT HAWK WING", IS A UNIT THAT ESTABLISHED A BRILLIANT RECORD IN THE KOREAN WAR AND TERRITORIAL AIR-DEFENSE OPERATIONS. IT WAS AWARDED THE HONORARY TITLE OF "OCEAN-SKY VALIANT HAWK WING" BY THE MINISTRY OF NATIONAL DEFENSE ON 29 DECEMBER 1965 AND IS THE ONLY REGIMENT-CLASS UNIT IN THE NAVY TO HAVE BEEN AWARDED AN HONORARY TITLE.
8. (U) THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION ARE PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS.
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